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What is Google Now? There's some confusion out there in the Android world. Google Now is not an Android Siri killer, it is a voice search (which you can get and use from Google Inside Now). Google Now is much, much more than an app that listens to queries and spit out answers. I'm not even sure we can call Google Now a virtual
assistant either. Google Now is about automating your life and responding to what makes your life easier. Google now does this by providing a huge amount of information pertaining to you at your fingertips. There's only one catch though. Those of yours that often go full foil foil mode really won't be able to fully enjoy Google Now to the
fullest. So, take your head off the gears and let's get started. Google Now tells you today's weather before you start your day, how much traffic to expect before you leave for work, when the next train arrives, as you stand on the platform, or score your favorite team while they play. And the best part? All this happens automatically. Cards
appear during the day when you need them. As you set up Google NowTo to get started, you first need to run Google Now either from the lock screen, swiping up to the Google icon or swiping up from any of your soft keys. You can tap and swipe up from the back of the arrow, home key, and last key. If you haven't launched Google Now
until... Nwo... You will need to click through the welcome screen settings. Now go ahead and scroll down to the bottom and press 3 dots (menu button) in the bottom right corner. This will launch the Google Now/Voice Search settings. Click Google Now to customize Google Now maps. You can also view maps and customize them from
the Google Now home screen. Scroll all the way down and click the Show sample map. Most of you will probably have to leave these default settings until you get the best feeling for Google Now and what information you want to have on hand without digging into your phone. Now that you have map settings, you need to fill them in with
some data. You can do this with a voice search. You can click on the microphone icon and look for your favorite sports team, weather, restaurant, flight numbers or anything related to the maps you've provided. For example: What is the weather like today? Do the Yankees play today? I'm hungry for Chinese food. You'll understand the
idea. Now you have privacy people you need to remove the tin of foil hats for the next part. As I said before, to fully get the most out of Google Now, you need to set up a few more tasks revolving around your location. To set up your location, first go back to Google Now settings and tap your privacy accounts. By default, all of these must
be included. Next click Office Management Options. This will take you to map settings. For best results, you want the location history to be enabled. Next, so Google Now can identify your home and work address correctly (instead of your favorite place for hangouts) run the map. Now choose Location History. From here you will have the
opportunity to customize your home and workplaces. (Yes, I work more than 21 hours a week on average. Now you have Google Now settings and are ready to show you a few maps. You should start seeing maps right away for the weather, distance to work/home, and possibly elsewhere. If you are near the bus station you can see that
data to fill up immediately as well. As mentioned earlier, you want to start using voice search and search of other map-related items so Google Now know what you're interested in. Once you start putting information into Google Now, you'll start seeing maps show up in your notifications. Just click on them to view them or anytime you can
swipe up from your soft keys or home screen. Tips and tricksOnce you close or swipes from the map in Google Now or from your notifications, it's not gone, don't worry. It will come back the next time the data for this card changes. For example: if you shrug off the weather, it won't come back until your location changes or weather
information changes. You can make the cards reappear by clicking the menu icon at the bottom of Google Now and clicking the update button. If you're still having problems, you can always go to Google Now settings, turn off the switch, reboot, and then re-enable Google Now. You don't have to do it though. Add locations to calendar
events. Google Now will give you a notification when you need to leave to arrive on time. If you've used Latitude to register with many companies in your area, you can start seeing them on Google Now. If you just walk them away, they'll keep coming back. When these maps are shown, you can no longer track those places by clicking on
the settings. Incorporating a web story greatly improves the functionality of Google Now. You can manage these settings in www.google.com/dashboard.Lastly, the more you use Google Now, the better it gets. Enjoy! There is so much great tech for entertaining these days that it can almost get overwhelming. If you're not careful, your
living room desk can become crowded with remotes for TV, cable boxes, surround sound system and streaming box. Stop the madness! It's time to simplify this installation by incorporating the latest technology to either replace these remotes voice-controlled control, or scale everything to one remote or device. Chromecast and Google
Home Google offers one of the best ways to simplify your living room with a combination of Chromecast and Google Home smart speakers. Chromcast Chromcast ($59) is an important television accessory - it is small and connects to the HDMI port of any TV, and is a pretty future-proof with 4K Ultra HD and HDR support. With it you will
be able to use your phone to throw content from Netflix, Youtube, and content from a bunch of other great apps. But this is just the beginning. If you pair your Chromecast with Google Home ($99) or Google Home Mini ($29), you not only get a pretty decent smart speaker running on Google Assistant, but you can also control Chromecast-
enabled devices with just your voice! It's a system that can go far beyond the living room, too. If you have a Chromecast connected to every TV in your home along with several Google Home speakers strategically placed around the house you will be able to throw and streamnear endless entertainment options using just your voice.
Google is slowly building out its Google Home speakers lining up. Along with Google Home and Home Mini, there's a sturdy Google Home Max that looks to compete with Sonos as a top-end wireless speaker to fill the room sound. See Chromecast Ultra on GoogleSee Google Home on Google Amazon Echo and Amazon Fire TV We
couldn't mention Google Home and Chromecast, let alone Alexa-powered equivalent. Amazon has had a great year in 2018, announcing a ton of cool products that are available now, as well as a preview of some of the future ways you could incorporate Alexa into your daily routine. If you're feeling pretty comfortable using Alexa over
Google Assistant, it's time to go all in the living room. Amazon continued to upgrade its Echo speaker lineup, offering a stylish second-generation version of the Amazon Echo Plus ($150), which offers the same great sound and built-in smart home center that we loved about the first Echo Plus, but this time with a fabric finish and a shorter
design. Amazon also unveiled its first auxiliary speaker, the Echo Sub ($129), that pairs with one or more Echo or Echo Plus speakers to deliver down the shooting bass through a 6-inch subwoofer. Finally, Amazon also introduced the Amazon Fire TV Cube ($70), but we still recommend you get an Amazon Fire TV 4K ($35) because it's
just as functional as a cube, but half the price. Since both Amazon Fire TV and Echo speakers are all controlled by the Alexa app on your phone, allowing you to monitor your Fire TV by talking to Alexa through Echo speakers. If your TV includes AN HDMI CEC, you'll be able to enter the room, ask Alexa watch Fire TV, and your TV and
Fire TV will both turn on instantly. From there you can use the remote control to control things or use a built-in microphone to continue using voice control. Echo Speakers Work well for music and podcasts and can be connected to each other as the rooms inside the Alexa app to fill your entire home with music - perfect for entertainment
and partying. See Amazon Echo Plus on Amazon Fire TV is on Amazon Logitech Harmony Ok, so maybe you already have a pretty epic entertainment center setup in your living room, and you don't really need much else except for one remote control of it all. Logitech Harmony Companion All-in-One ($95) is the remote control of your
dreams. Logitech says it is compatible with an incredible 270,000 different devices that go far beyond entertainment and include home automation devices such as smart lights, locks and thermostats. It also works with Alexa and Google Assistant, so it doesn't matter if you have one or the other in your home remote control will work just
fine with anyone. This remote control is what happens when smartphone technology is mixed with a remote control, but if you want an even more advanced remote control you should consider the Logitech Harmony Elite ($230), which is pictured above with its charming charging dock and includes a built-in touchscreen that allows you to
program countless activities or scenes by plugging in existing smart home technology enabled by Harmony Hub. It's a bit pricey for a remote control, but it may be the last remote control you'll ever buy and the only one you'll ever need to control virtually every smart product in your home. Look at the Amazon NVIDIA Shield TV NVIDIA
Shield device that anchors my home entertainment system, and it's probably part of the technology that I use most outside of my smartphone. It's a shame that Android TV is not a more popular platform because NVIDIA is really the only company out there that pushes it to the max. NVIDIA did the opposite of announcing new products in
2018 as they announced that they would stop producing the Pro version of Shield TV, but they continue to promote the 16GB NVIDIA Shield TV ($149) moving forward, which supports 4K Ultra HD and HDR playback and now comes with a Google Assistant right operating system. Each shield comes with a remote control with a built-in
microphone and there are packages that include a SmartThings Link Hub or gaming controller depending on where your interests lie. NVIDIA and Google offer great app support for all your favorite streaming services, and there's even an accessory from Tablo Tuner that lets you attach a digital antenna to the shield to watch live TV for
free, or your billboard act as a personal DVR for a monthly subscription. The NVIDIA shield is basically a dream cord cutter, and if you're considering replacing your cable package With the streaming box in 2019, you should still consider the NVIDIA Shield. Oh, it also handles video games very well and can also allow you to stream PC
games in your living room. This is the most versatile streaming box you can buy for as little as $149. Look at Amazon We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. Small phone, big value Turns out Google's smaller more approach really fits in well in the less expensive phone, and its strengths in software and
camera processing stand out against a backdrop of less refined competition. The Pixel 4a picks up right where the 3a left off, with the best specs, the same big camera, and $50 lower price. Android 10 has been kicking around for over a year, but not every phone has got a great upgrade yet ahead of the launch of Android 11. Here's a
breakdown of which phones are confirmed to get the Android 10 update and when you can look forward to it. Top news OnePlus co-founder, Carl Pei, has left the company after seven years at the helm. Hey, Google, hit lights Here's a bright idea - plug these LED smart light bulbs for your Google Home to control it all with your voice. If
you want to equip your entire house or you just need one replacement, here are our best recommendations. Recommendations. outlook for android setup exchange account. microsoft outlook for android exchange setup. outlook for android exchange manual setup
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